A unique and personal island getaway on

Fiji’s pure Rainbow Reef where adventure,
luxury and authentically-Fijian gourmet
experiences mingle.

Unrivaled location for escape and off-the-beaten-path experiences
Set on 64-acres of private peninsula on the northern Fijian island of Vanua Levu, The Remote Resort puts the
wonders of the Rainbow Reef right on your doorstep. Its spacious and private villas, expansive white sandy
beach and personalized off-the-beaten-path experiences, make this the ultimate South Pacific escape.
What’s more, with a one hour direct flight from Fiji’s international airport (Nadi) to Taveuni or Savusavu, The
Remote Resort is closer than you think.
Harmonious architecture & stylish interiors
The Remote Resort’s design is the vision of hotelier
Dan Dimmock. His philosophy was to create a
luxurious, modern-Fijian retreat that blends seamlessly
into it’s surrounds while drawing the outside sea
breezes, turquoise views and the sounds of lapping
waves in.
Set amongst terracotta coconut palms, each of the
four spacious villas enjoy unobstructed ocean views
and have been handcrafted from vesi and raintree
timber milled on-site.
Oceanfront Pool Villas
The Oceanfront Pool Villas boast a private sundeck
with plunge pool and oversized daybed. Interiors
feature luxurious king size beds, crisp white linen and
Bose stereo. Architectural twists include plunge pools
created out of round concrete culverts and large
outdoor open-air showers. The bathrooms open to
mountain side jungle and volcanic rocks providing a
tropical twist on your daily shave.
Two-bedroom Oceanfront Pool Villa
The Two-bedroom villa is perched steps from the
ocean. In addition to a spacious deck with several
gathering areas and private plunge pool, the twobedroom villa was designed for a family or couples to
share with a kitchen and lounge for Chef-prepared
private dining.
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Signature experiences
The Rainbow Reef region features world-class colorful soft
coral reefs, pristine waterfalls, remote tropical villages and Fiji's
most bountiful soil and ocean. These natural wonders are the
ingredients for our daily signature experiences that will make
your stay unforgettable.
Hike to an untouched waterfall behind a remote village,
kayak down a tropical freshwater creek with abundant fruit
trees on the banks, immerse into village life with the local
Women’s Club Meke (dance), go behind the scenes at a
pearl farm or cruise to Viani Bay for a private beach picnic.
You may also enjoy a personal Chef’s cooking class or a spot
of fishing. Then again, you may not leave the plunge pool on
your private deck and simply call for room service and an invilla massage.
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World-class Diving and Snorkeling
The Rainbow Reef is the soft coral capital of the world so if
exploring the world beneath the waves is your thing you’re in
for a special treat. Both the Rainbow Reef and White Wall are
known to be on any hobby divers bucket list. Professional
PADI instructors and fully-equipped boats with all the dive
and snorkel gear you need are at your disposal.
Fresh Fijian dining
Our talented chef will awaken your tastebuds through a
menu of fresh and flavorful food, created exclusively for you.
Our approach is to understand your dining preferences in
advance and then tailor our daily offerings accordingly.
Dining here is a moveable feast with a variety of dining
locations.

An all-inclusive experience
Our goal is to help you unplug so we've designed the ultimate
all-inclusive experience with all the little things taken care of:
• A spacious oceanfront pool villa
• All gourmet meals
• All non-alcoholic beverages
• Evening cocktail & hor d’ourves
• Daily signature experiences and excursions
• Return transfers from Taveuni or Savusavu
• Fiji government taxes (20%)
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For enquiries or to make a reservation please contact us by
email request@theremoteresort.com or phone (Australia) +61
7 3040 2331 or (USA) +1 323 825 5005. Visit our website
www.theremoteresort.com
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